New Shapes For Skyline's Envoy Creates New Ways To Design A Trade Show Exhibit In Chicago
TradeTec Skyline has added several new shapes to their Envoy Exhibit System, opening up new possibilities
to design for trade show exhibits in Chicago.
Online PR News â€“ 06-November-2013 â€“ New possibilities in designing a trade show stand in Chicago
with help from TradeTec Skyline. The exhibit studio has introduced new components for their Envoy Exhibit
System.
Â
The Skyline Envoy Exhibit System has evolved over the last few years from a straight up and down wall
platform to now include square, straight and angled designs. This ever advancing system comes with unique
angular corners creating a complete custom tall structure, yet includes all the benefits of a modular system.
Â
The Envoy wall towers are revolutionary. They allow us to give exhibits a custom look but they still
have the flexibility and cost-effectiveness of a modular exhibit. The modular nature of Envoy means it
is easier and less expensive to rent, ship, stage and tear-down than exhibits that do not have modular
components,
"Envoy is already an award-winning exhibit system. It's one of the most lightweight modular systems
available anywhere and these new pieces will only increase its popularity. With the new angles, Envoy
systems can be designed to provide a completely customized exhibit look and since Envoy is modular, the
new components can be added to existing systems just as easily as they can be included with new orders,"
said Ken Buckman, CEO and Founder of TradeTec Skyline (www.ttskyline.com).
Â
In 2010, Envoy won the Buyers Choice Award at EXHIBITOR, one of the trade show industry's biggest
events. Since then, the clean, modern look of Envoy has continued to shape creative exhibits for many
customers who are thrilled with the flexibility of design.
Â
"The Envoy wall towers are revolutionary. They allow us to give exhibits a custom look but they still have the
flexibility and cost-effectiveness of a modular exhibit. The modular nature of Envoy means it is easier and
less expensive to rent, ship, stage and tear-down than exhibits that do not have modular components, "noted
Buckman.
Â
In addition to design shape and modular components, Envoy's graphic panels are double-sided, allowing
exhibitors to broadcast their messages on both the inside and outside of the exhibit. The system is as
suitable 10x20' exhibition stalls and larger island exhibits. Envoy's aluminum framing supports lights,
counters, shelves, AV screens and panels without any visible mounting hardware. Seating and conferencing
areas can be added to Envoy exhibits, with benches designed within the system. These designs features
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save space and help to retain the sleek and modern look that makes the system so popular.
Â
The Envoy is just one unique modular solution that TradeTec uses to build creative and fully functional, yet
affordable exhibits that look truly custom. To learn more visit www.ttskyline.com.
Â
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